Pitching
Participants receive 3 chances to pitch the ball as close to the hole
as possible. One (1) practice shot is allowed, and will not be
measured. The pitching distance is different for each age group and
is as follows: 7 & under-- 10 yards, 8-10-- 20 yards, 11-14—40
yards, 15-17—60 yards. Each participant will hit all 3 pitch shots,
only the closest to the pin will be measured. Pitching scores will be
the exact feet and inches away from the hole subtracted from 360.
Participants should use the golf balls provided and not their own.
Putting
Each participant will play a total of nine holes. Holes 1,2,3 are
from 10 feet, holes 4,5,6 are from 20 feet and holes 7,8,9 are from
30 feet. Each participant should completely putt his/her ball out
and each ball will receive a separate score (total strokes). Each
participant will receive 1 (one) practice shot before hole # 1 only.
Maximum of 4 strokes per hole. On the scorecard “best score” is
the total number of strokes for 9 holes. Please use the golf balls
provided for the putting competition.
Driving
Each participant will receive 3 chances to drive the ball as far and
as accurate (to the center line) as possible. One practice shot will
be allowed. Participants may elect to count their practice shot. This
must be declared prior to hitting anymore balls. Participants
must use the golf balls provided and not their own. Only the
furthest/most accurate attempt will be measured. Driving scores
are total yardage minus distance from the center. A 180 yard drive
that is 15 yards from the center line will receive a score of 165.
Caddying: Carrying of a participants clubs from station to station
is permitted. Any form of advice to a participant is not permitted.
Only participants are permitted in the competition areas.
Return your scorecard to the registration tent for the event officials
to total the score.
Good Luck!

